Projects and Voices from Dell’s Intern Class of 2016
“Dell’s innovation and challenging work environment that promotes professional and individual growth attracted me to Dell’s internship.”

Amarachukwu
Uche-Anyaa
Drexel University
"I keep returning to Dell’s internship for the experience to work with a company that promotes cultural diversity and welcoming learning environment."
Lorena Millo
University of North Carolina

Project: Drafting a presentation on the software company acquired by Dell, Quest Software, which will be presented to the IRS as part of the audit they are conducting.
Sixty percent of our Class of 2016 are undergrads from universities nationwide.
Project: Reverse engineering the legacy re-installation Windows NAS DVDs which allows the customer to re-image their current system with a fresh Windows Operating System.
Project: Identify ways to improve online conversions and increase online sales through data analysis and market research by investigating portfolio gaps, price positioning, messaging and route to market.
Project: How to make Dell systems more efficient when it’s running using wireless power and determine if the current KPIs are good or can be improved.
Our interns have a variety of majors, including engineering, MIS, computer science, marketing, finance, human resources and more!
“I wanted to be with a company that impacts people in a real way. Dell’s partnership with the education and healthcare space inspired me to join their internship.”
Project: Investigate potential opportunities for using virtual reality in education and make recommendations to Dell executives.
Project: Engage with our IoT customers through an interactive conversation feedback mechanism known as Dell Customer Connect that enables us to establish a lasting cradle-to-cradle relationship with our customers throughout their entire Dell journey.
During the Class of 2016, our interns participated in 4 executive speaker sessions featuring Steve Price, Karen Quintos, Kirk Schell and Michael Dell.
“I researched top ethical companies, Dell turned up and I loved what they stood for.”
Project: Competitive analysis of IT consulting in the small and medium business space by rationalizing Dell’s current service offerings with the needs of those customers and recommend steps to capture more market share and revenue from services.
“In my second go-around in the corporate world, Dell’s openness, entrepreneurial spirit, winning attitude and hard-working individuals attracted me to its internship.”
Some interns participated in Dell’s first Intern Hackathon where they were asked to solve real Dell challenges and present solutions to executives.
Project: Create an action plan to promote the online business for the partner segment in Latin America and help them be more effective by doing business with Dell.
Project: Perform a deep-dive analysis into the current budget planning process and propose solutions for the areas that I think we can improve upon.
This summer we welcomed over 430 interns to Dell campuses across North America.

#DiscoverURFuture #DellInterns2016
Interns got involved inside the company...

Most Influential Intern Blogging Contest

Executive Speaker Series including Michael Dell and Karen Quintos

Dell’s First Intern Hackathon
...but we’re not all business!

Volunteering is a must!

Karaoke, anyone?

Friendships
Connect with us to learn more!
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